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The other day, I decided to try and order the above book which was mentioned in
the Bulletin but backed off when I saw the price, which with postage was about
$80. I thought I'd wait till it came out (hopefully) in paperback. I had a look around
the author's website and found three Dusty shots that I hadn't seen before. There's
also a little write up about the shot taken in the snow but I wasn't able to cut and
paste it or copy the pics, which I did find on another Ian Wright site. Worth taking a
look though, I love the shovelling snow one! The website is
www.onthebrinkoffame.com should you want to look around or buy the book. You
can find the write up under Excerpts from the book and then "unconventional divas",
the snow photo comes up in the preview video.
There are four shots in the thumbnails.
http://www.morrisonhotelgallery.com/photographer/default.aspx?
photographerID=59&photographID=2395

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
Edite d by - daydre a m e r on 29/07/2008 12:37:10

Kathy
Wasn't born to follow
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Very interesting Carole. Love the one of Dusty shovelling snow!!
xx
Kathy
"You're still here on my mind..."
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I’ll try anything
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Thought I'd save you the trouble:
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Frans
Cas19
Wasn't born to follow
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You beat us to it Frans! Dene had just finished editing the 'Snow 'pic from the video!
Yours so much c learer tho' Thank you, great pic. Carole thank you for the Link. I
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enjoyed the sounds of the 60's.
Casx

8313 Posts
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Oh well done Frans

This new machine has still got me foxed, nothing seems as

simple as it did before and even then, for me, it wasn't always simple! Did you
notic e Doug and Madeline on the schoolroom shot?
Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
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Fantastic--thanks Carole and Frans!
I can see an impish look in Dusty's eyes in that sc hool photo. Who are the two to
the left of her?
The birthday and the snow photos are also priceless.
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daydreamer
Moderator

~You thrill me with a holy kind of bliss. . . .So closer (closer)
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This is the explanation given alongside the photo, doesn't explain who the other two
people are though.

United Kingdom
5404 Posts

A loc al paper published a story claiming Dusty Springfield was making £1,000 a
week, singing in a Stockton nightclub. At the Redcar grammer School, reporter Mike
Hope and I watc hed spellbound as Dusty proceeded to give the sixth form a lesson
in ec onomics. At the end of her chalk scribblings, Dusty detailed how the £1,000
was divided up amongst her band, costumers, managers and entourage, proving
beyond a shadow of a doubt that she was left with only a farthing per week, pocket
money.
There's a definite twinkle in her eye

Carole x
"The days have come and gone since you were here..."
memphisinlondon
Where am I going?
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a farthing! Yes, she does have a sheepish twinkle! Mind you, you could buy a car in
those days with a farthing and still have change for a bag of chips..
Memphis
Ever since we met...

United Kingdom
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DustysBoy
Where am I going?
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Great pics!!...That was a cool little site Carole..thanks for posting the link!
I had not seen these pics of Dusty before.....also am a huge fan of Roy
Orbison...found some pics of him to I had not see that I added to my
collec tion....Just Awesome!!!
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JOSH

There is a garden
Something like the shadow of a butterfly
And lies beyond the gates of dark and light
And darling, it belongs to me
Peter Walmsley
I start counting
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The snow-shovelling and sc hool room photos are priceless. Dusty, Dougie and
Madeline look SO naughty. I think the man on the end is probably another teacher
and maybe the woman is too, although she looks like a prototype for Dame Edna
Everage (sorry!).
The picture of Dusty with c ards and letters was apparently taken on her 27th
birtday. She looks very happy with all her cards and letters - so she should, as 3
days later YDHTSYLM jumped from No4 to No1.
United Kingdom
66 Posts

Chrispld
I’ll try anything

Just looking at one of my scrapbooks for April 19th 1966 - the Daily Express had her
pictured at a chessboard with the headline "While relaxing over chess Queen Dusty
Moves To No.1" and underneath "Then £30,000-a-Year Golden Voice Calls ThreeHour Strike". So, some disc repancy in the amount she might or thought she might be
earning! It was still a lot of money for those days but Dusty of course mostly got
her way. Who could resist?!!
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Thanks for those photos Frans. Not seen them before.
Chris

United Kingdom
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Tim
Where am I going?
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Great - thanks Carole and Frans!
T :-)
'I still like Daffy Duck. Can't think of anyone I like better. Actually that's who I'm
having an affair with. Diffic ult but rewarding!'
United Kingdom
3422 Posts
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Moderator
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more excellent photos..with a few never seen. Dusty could shovel a lot more if she
the random classroom pic is certainly different...thanks for the site
had a handle
Carole and Frans for posting pics
paula x
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